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This is a Big Subject – Some 
Things Discussed Today

• How do we measure sea level change?

• How much has sea level changed?

• Do we understand why it has changed?

• Have extreme sea levels changed at the 
same rate as mean sea levels?

• Look to the future in various ways.



Sea level has always gone up and down but I will focus on the “instrumental era” 
i.e. the last 100 years or so.



How Do We Measure Sea Level?

Tide Gauges at the Coast

• Float and Stilling-Well Gauges
• Pressure gauges
• Acoustic Gauges
• Radar Gauges

Satellite Radar Altimetry from Space



Classical
Float
Gauge
(from about
1832)



UK Float Gauges 
and Stilling Wells
at Holyhead, UK



Cananeia Tide Gauge Station



Float Gauge,
Antarctica

                  Radar Gauge,
                  Liverpool

Float Gauge,
Venice

               Acoustic Gauge,
               Australia



1987: 27000 station-years of data

2011: 60000 station-years of data



www.psmsl.org



Long sea level records
from the PSMSL



      Cananeia Mean Sea Level Change (data from PSMSL)
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For comparison:
Hot spot (normal?)



‘Global’ Sea Curves from Different Authors
All analyses use the PSMSL data set



     Jason-1                             OSTM/Jason-2                            Jason-3
       (2001)                                 (2008)                                       (2013?)

TOPEX/POSEIDON
            (1992)

http://sealevel.jpl.nasa.gov/gallery/jason3/general/?ImageID=144
http://sealevel.jpl.nasa.gov/gallery/ostmjason2/general/?ImageID=39
http://sealevel.jpl.nasa.gov/gallery/jason1/general/?ImageID=81
http://sealevel.jpl.nasa.gov/gallery/topexposeidon/general/?ImageID=105
http://sealevel.jpl.nasa.gov/gallery/topexposeidon/general/?ImageID=102




Do We Understand Sea Level Change in 
the 20th century?

Updates since the IPCC AR4

• Anny Cazenave, Oceanobs’09, 
(www.oceanobs09.net) 

• Catia Domingues et al, 2008, Nature
• John Church et al, 2010, Wiley-Blackwell book
• Church et al, 2011, Geophysical Res. Lett.



Accounting for observed sea-level rise (IPCC AR4)



Spatial variations in sea
level rise from satellite 
altimetry 1992-2008

Thermal expansion over
the same period from
ocean instruments



Rhone Glacier 1900 and 2008



Church et al. 2011 (Geophysical Research Letters)



Do We Understand Sea Level Change in 
the well-instrumented recent years?

• Continuous satellite altimetry 
• Continuous space gravity from GRACE
• Continuous monitoring of ocean temperatures 

and salinities with ARGO









Leuliette and Miller, 2010 

Blue = observed values. Red = inferred values from the other two.

Total sea level
TOPEX/Poseidon/Jason

  Steric sea level
  Argo

Ocean mass change
GRACE



Importance of Spatial Variations

• In the ocean - constantly readjusting to 
changes in heat and salt on many 
timescales

• In the geosphere - readjusting to changing 
loads on the solid earth

Understanding spatial variations is 
important for people studying impacts 
of sea level changes on regional basis



Spatial variations in sea
level rise from satellite 
altimetry 1992-2008

Thermal expansion over
the same period from
ocean instruments



2100 Steric Sea Level Change from Climate Models (IPCC AR4)



How to Improve the Data Set?

• Tide gauge “data archaeology”

• Development of new methods e.g. 
saltmarsh data





Salt-marsh foraminifera: modern distribution

A ‘transfer function’ quantifies the relationship between foram 
assemblages and 
elevation to reconstruct in cores the elevation at which fossil forams lived

A ‘transfer function’ quantifies the relationship between foram 
assemblages and 
elevation to reconstruct in cores the elevation at which fossil forams lived

From Roland Gehrels





Does Extreme Sea Level Rise 
follow MSL Rise?



• Changes in extremes are less studied than those in 
MSL but they are of greater practical importance

• Data sets of extremes are more difficult to access and 
analyse than those of MSL



North Norfolk 1953



Galveston 2008 during Hurricane Ike



Bangladesh May 2009 after cyclone Aila



Extreme Sea Levels - Questions

• How have the frequency and magnitude of 
extreme sea levels changed, other than 
might have been expected from MSL 
change?

• How might extremes change in the future, 
aside from that expected from MSL 
change?



Statistically significant trends in annual 99 percentile observed sea levels and sea
levels reduced to their annual medians 



       Changes in the frequency of extreme events (Menendez and Woodworth, 2010)

Measured sea
levels 

Measured sea
levels minus 
MSL

% per year

     

     



Extreme Sea Levels - Questions

• No convincing evidence for extremes rising 
faster than MSL

• No evidence for large scale change in the 
frequency of extreme events when adjusted 
for MSL 

Why is this conclusion so important?



Semi-empirical projections 

Global mean sea level evolution since 1800

Ice sheet contribution
 to future sea level rise?

Coupled climate models
IPCC AR4



          

 Thames Barrier, London                 Maeslantkering Barrier, 
                                                         Rotterdam 



Why is the above so important?

• MSL projection is uncertain enough

• No convincing evidence for extremes 
levels or frequencies changing faster than 
one might expect from MSL

• So hopefully engineers may not have to 
factor in even larger uncertainties when 
designing coastal infrastructure



This will eventually help us to understand changes 
in mean and extreme sea levels better.

But there is a lot more to do in some regions e.g. 
in South America.

Tremendous recent improvements in the 
global tide gauge and GPS networks.



2009

1999



BGAN-enabled Tide Gauges



  http://www.ioc-sealevelmonitoring.org



NOC (UK) Sea Level Stations in the South Atlantic, Antarctica and 
Gibraltar

9 Sea Level Stations

Real time telemetry:

Ascension Island
Saint Helena
Port Stanley
Tristan
Vernadsky (Faraday)
Rothera
Gibraltar

Delayed mode data:

Signy

St.Helena and Tristan 
recently re-built
after storm damage

 late 2010

2011

2011





NOC (UK) gauge at Alexandria, Egypt



Takoradi,  Ghana



Sea Level Changes: Some Conclusions



• We are starting to have a good 
understanding of what is causing changes in 
mean and extreme sea levels.
• We are now measuring sea level changes 
better from tide gauges and using satellites.

• Can these improvements lead to improved 
predictions of future sea level change?

• I don’t know.



But it is clear that improved understanding 
will be impossible without:

• continued access to the required good 
data sets, including tide gauge, GPS, 
altimeter and space gravity data. (Also 
monitoring of the deep ocean, cryosphere 
and hydrosphere.)

• continued programmes of research by 
excellent scientists.



The Near Future

• The IPCC AR5 is in progress and to be 
published 2013 – we must engage with that 
as much as possible

• Much greater emphasis on spatial variations

• Much greater emphasis on extremes



13 chapters of  
reviews of 
research in sea 
level change

Recommendations 
for science and
monitoring
requirements



Thank You For Listening!





     Norfolk Coast England 1998/2007                 Gold Coast Australia 1958/2007 



         Mitrovica et al., 2001, Nature  
 

    

Gomez et al., 2009, GJI

Heritage: Farrell and Clark, 1976,
Clark and Lingle 1977 etc.

See Mitrovica et al. 2010 for a 
review

Sea Level Fingerprints of Ice Loads



Venice – the use of
Canaletto’s paintings

Camuffo and Sturaro
2005



North Atlantic Saltmarsh Sea Level Records





Well Instrumented Era 2003-2009

• Measured sea level change (2.5 mm/yr) 
= Ocean mass change (1.7) + Steric 
change (0.7) from Argo

• Ocean mass change from GRACE (1.7) 
= Land ice contribution (2.0) + small 
amount from land waters (-0.2)

• This interpretation depends critically on 
GIA correction applied to GRACE data

(Anny Cazenave, Bern Meeting, March 2010)



Nantucket 1995



Article also in the New York Times Sunday 14 November



          
            

Peltier, 2004



What is the impact of a rise in 
mean sea level?

• If extreme and mean sea levels rise at the 
same rate then the change in flood risk 
from a predicted MSL change can be 
calculated





Coastal Flood Plain
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